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ABSTRACT: In this paper we prove some results in graph theory using colouring of families of disjoint sets 
technique. We introduced the concept of set labeled by families of disjoint sets and the degree of this set, as 
generalization to the degree of intersection and proved some results related to this concept. We introduce sorts of 
families of disjoint sets(sorts of colour classes) as a concept related to set labeled by families of disjoint sets , also we 
compare between familiar and unfamiliar sorts of families of disjoint sets and explain this by some examples. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In paper [1] we introduced the concept of colouring of families of disjoint sets technique as a topic of set theory. We 
also introduce definitions of degree of intersection, meeting and standard of meeting, minimum number of families of 
disjoint sets and maximum number of families of disjoint sets. In paper [2] we modify some definitions and examples 
of  paper [1]. In paper [3] we introduce some concepts in graph theory to introduce new method for colouring edges 
and vertices of graph. This method has two types first related to vertices of the graph and second related to cycles. This 
method depend on the theory in our paper "Family of disjoint sets and Its Applications", with suitable changes. In paper 
[4] we prove minimum number of families of disjoint sets with known degree of intersection (minimum number of 
colours) and we introduce another proof for maximum number of families of disjoint sets (maximum number of 
colours).  Also in that paper we introduce the concept types of families of disjoint sets (types of colouring) and prove 
some results related to this concept, and we introduce the concept restricted families of disjoint sets (restricted 
colouring), restricted colouring is colouring in which we add a condition. Suppose we have small identical cubes, we 
want to colour these cubes such that any two adjacent small cubes coloured by two different colours, and any big cube 
consists of twenty seven small identical cubes coloured by twenty seven different colours, how many colours will be 
used. This problem of cubes can be solved by using restricted colouring. In paper[5] we assume both sets and graphs 
are finite. Results in that paper use colouring of families of disjoint sets technique for finite sets and finite graphs. 
Using results in that paper we can compare between colouring of families of disjoint sets technique and colouring of 
graphs in graph theory. In this paper we prove some results in graph theory using colouring of families of disjoint sets 
technique in section three. In section four we introduced the concept ofset labeled by families of disjoint sets and the 
degree of this set as generalization to thedegree of intersection and proved some results related to this concept. In 
section five we introduce sorts of families of disjoint sets(sorts ofcolor classes)as a concept related toset labeled by 
families of disjoint sets, also we compare betweenfamiliar and unfamiliar sorts offamilies of disjoint sets and explain 
this by some examples. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

In this section we recall some definitions and results related to colouring in graph theory and colouring of families of 
disjoint sets technique.  
Definition2.1. The degree of a vertex v of graph G is the number of edges incident with ,v and denoted by )(vd or

).deg(v A vertex of degree 0 is called isolated vertex and a vertex of degree 1 is called end-vertex [7]. Definition2.2. We 
say that two vertices v  and w of a graph G are adjacent if there is an edge vw  joining 
them, and the vertices v and w are then incident with such an edge. Similarly, two 
distinct edges e and f are adjacent if they have a vertex in common [7]. 
Definition 2.3. If G is a graph without loops, then G is called k colourable if we can assign one of k  colours to each 
vertex so that adjacent vertices have different colours. If G is k colourable, but not  )1(k colourable, then we say 
that G is k chromatic, or we say that the chromatic number of G is ,k and we write kG )( [7]. 
Definition2.4. A planar graphis a graph that can be drawn in the plane without crossings, so 
that no two edges intersect geometrically except at a vertex to which both are incident[7]. 
Proposition2.5. Let m ,...,,, 321  be m families of disjoint sets, wXXXX ,...,,, 321 are nonempty different intersections 

each of degree n , and it number of times the family of disjoint sets 
i appear at these w intersections, then we have 

wnt
m

i
i 

1

[1]. 

Definition2.6. Let 
m ,...,,, 321

 be mfamilies of disjoint sets and 
iniii XXXX ,...,,, 321

 be n  sets such that any two 

sets belong to two different families of disjoint sets, and X is nonempty set, 
iniii XXXXX  ...321 , 

} r,n ,1,1,:{ iijij XnjriXxxX  then the positive integer n is called degree of intersection X [1]. 
Definition 2.7.  Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets,

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
are nonempty different intersections 

of these m families of disjoint sets, each intersection of degree .n The family of disjoint sets 
i is said meets family 

of disjoint sets
j at these w intersections, if whatever we exchange families of disjoint sets at these w intersections, 

there exists at least one intersection the two families of disjoint sets 
i and

j appear at this intersection [1]. 
Proposition2.8. Let r ,...,,, 321 be r families of disjoint sets and wXXXX ,...,,, 321 be w  nonempty intersections, the 

family of disjoint sets i  appear 
it times at w  intersections and the family of disjoint sets

j appear 
jt time at w  

intersections, then we say the family of disjoint sets 
i meet the family of disjoint sets

j at these w  intersections if and 
only if 

ji ttw  1 [1]. 

Definition2.9. Let 
i

iS be infinite sets partition into families 
1

,...,,, 321 m with degree of intersection 1n  and also 


i

iS  partition into families 
2

,...,,, 321 m with degree of intersection 2n then we call  
1

,...,,, 321 m and 

2
,...,,, 321 m are two different types of families of disjoint sets [4]. 

Definition2.10. Let 
i

iS be infinite sets partition into families 
1

,...,,, 321 m with degree of colouring 1n  and also  


i

iS  partition into families 
2

,...,,, 321 m with degree of colouring 2n then we call  
1

,...,,, 321 m and 

2
,...,,, 321 m are two different types of colouring [4]. 
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Proposition 2.11. If we have infinite number of sets with finite degree of intersection n and there is no restriction any of 
degree of intersection so that any value of nn ,1,...,4,3,2  can represent a type of families of disjoint sets (type of 
colourings), then we have 1n types of families of disjoint sets (types of colourings).   
Proposition 2.12. For any type of families of disjoint sets, values of number of families of disjoint sets can not exceed

1n  values.  
Remark2.13. Let m ,...,,, 321 be mfamilies of disjoint sets and wXXXX ,...,,, 321 be w  nonempty intersections each of 
degree n , any two of m family of disjoint sets meet each other at these w  intersections, then maximum value of m
equal ,12 n  andmaximum value of wequal .12 n  
Remark 2.14. The colouring which we introduced in paper [1] we called it colouring of families of disjoint sets 
technique, for this technique of colouring we used the terminology sort of colouring and type of colouring. A sort of 
colouring is colouring expected not defined and need to be defined, also you can’t determine edges or vertices adjacent 
or not adjacent unless adjacency is defined. Sort of colouring depend on degree of intersection or degree of colouring, 
different degrees determine different types of colouring, this means when sort of colouring is well defined, it is easy to 
determine many types using different degrees of intersection or different degrees of colouring [5]. 
Remark 2.15. In this paper we mean by different families of disjoint sets, different values of m from relation ,

1

wnt
m

i
i 



where n is constant and both w and it are variables, and we mean by different types of families of disjoint sets, 

different values of m from relation ,
1

wnt
m

i
i 



where n  is variable, both w and it can be variables or constant [4]. 

Definition2.16. Colouring edges at vertex is defined by assignment one of m colours to each edge so that adjacent 
edges have not same colour [3]. 
Definition2.17. Degree of colouring edges at vertex is maximum number of edges have different colours at vertex [3]. 
Proposition 2.18. The number of colour classes used to colour edges of connected graph that is regular of degree two 
(cycle graph) with even number of vertices, is trivial colouring [5]. 
Proposition 2.19. The number of colour classes used to colour edges of connected graph that is regular of degree two 
(cycle graph) with odd number of vertices, is nontrivial colouring [5]. 
Proposition 2.20. The number of colour classes used to colour vertices of connected graph that is regular of degree two 
(cycle graph) witheven number of vertices is trivial colouring, and with odd number of vertices is nontrivial colouring 
[5]. 
 

III. SOME RESULTS OF FAMILIES OF DISJOINT ESTS  
 

In this section we will prove some results related tofamilies of disjoint sets. 
Proposition 3.1.If )

2
1( 


wmwnn  where m is the number of families of disjoint sets, w and is number of 

intersections each of degree ,n then .)
2

1)(1( nwwm 


  

Proof: From )
2

1( 


wmwnn  we have ,)
2

1( nwwmn 


 from Remark 2.13. we have ,
2

1 nw


  then we can 

write ,)
2

1()
2

1()
2

1( nwwmnwmw








 and .)
2

1)(1( nwwm 


  

Example3.2.Let 4321 ,,,   be four families of disjoint sets, 54321 ,,,, XXXXX be five intersections, with degree of 
intersection equal three. ),3,2,1(1 X ),4,1(2 X ),4,2(3 X ),4,3(4 X ).4,2,1(5 X From )

2
1( 


wmwnn we 

have ).
2

15(4)3(53 
 Let 54321 ,,,,   be five families of disjoint sets, 54321 ,,,, YYYYY be five intersections, with 
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degree of intersection equal three. ),3,2,1(1 Y ),5,2,1(2 Y ),4,3,1(3 Y ),5,4,2(4 Y ).5,4,3(5 Y Then from

,)
2

1)(1( nwwm 


 we have ).5(3)
2

15)(14( 


  

Proposition 3.3.Let m ,...,,, 321  be m families of disjoint sets, X is an intersection with degree of intersection ,n
labeled by n different elements of the set },,...,3,2,1{ m ifwe want to label any intersection Y with degree of 
intersection ,n by n different elements of the set },,...,3,2,1{ m such thatY can only be labeled by the same labels of

,X then number of families of disjoint sets is trivial.  
Proof: Let X beintersectionwith degree of intersection ,n since any intersectionY with degree of intersection ,n is the 
same as ,X then number of families of disjoint sets is trivial. 
Example 3.4. When we colouring edges of a graph, any colour class represented by number, two adjacent edges labeled 
by two different numbers. We label the three sides (edges) of the triangle by ,3,2,1 where ,3,2,1 are colour classes. 
The three vertices will be labeled by ),2,1( )3,1( and ).3,2( The edge labeled by ,1 vertices labeled twice by ,1 the edge 
labeled by ,2 at vertices labeled twice by ,2 and the edge labeled by ,3 at vertices labeled twice by .3 When we 
colouring edges of rectangle we label each of the two sides represent the length by ,1 we labeleach of the two sides 
represent the width by ,2 and we labeleach of the two diagonal lines by ,3 where ,3,2,1 are colour classes. The four 
vertices will be labeled by ),3,2,1( ),3,2,1( )3,2,1( and ),3,2,1( it is trivial colouring. We have two edgeslabeled by

,1 vertices labeled four times by ,1 we have two edgeslabeled by ,2 vertices labeled four times by ,2 and we have two 
edgeslabeled by ,3 vertices labeled four times by .3  
Example 3.5. When we colouring edges of regular graph of degree six, each vertex of degree five, welabel the six sides 
(edges) by ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,1  and ,2 where ,2,1 are colour classes. At each vertex we have three edges connect this vertex 
with the three opposite vertices,we label these three edges by ,3 ,4 and .5 Each vertex of the six vertices will be labeled 
by ).5,4,3,2,1( We have three edgeslabeled by ,1 vertices labeled six times by ,1 we have three edgeslabeled by ,2
vertices labeled six times by ,2 same thing for edgeslabeled by ,3 ,4 and .5  
FromExample 3.4. andExample 3.5. we can state and prove the following proposition . 
Proposition 3.6. In finite graph (colouring of edges) number of labels at allvertices whendivided by two equal number 
of labels for all edges. 
Proof: Summation of all degrees of vertices divided by two equal number of all edges, summation of all degrees of 
vertices equal number of labels at allvertices, thereforenumber of labels at allverticesdivided by two equal number of 
all edges. 
Proposition 3.7. If the number of colour classes used to colour edges of the regular graph of degree ,k is trivial where 

,...3,2,1k then each colour class appears
2
k timesatedges. 

Proof: Supposethe number of colour classes used to colour edges equal ,m and since the colouring is trivial, then 

eachvertex can be labeled by ).,...,3,2,1( m The number of edges equal ,
2

mk the number of labels for edges equal

,
2

mk since each label of m,...,3,2,1 appear equally, therefore each colour class appears
2
k times edges. 

Proposition 3.8. For the regular graph has k vertices (and k edges) where k is even number then colouring of edgesis 
trivial colouring.  
Proof: Let k be the number of circumference’s edges, where k is integer, ,2 k suppose any two adjacent edges 
ofcircumference labeled by1 or 2  where 2,1 are colour classes, therefore all vertices can be labeled by ).2,1( We 
labeled  an edge connect two non-adjacent vertices by3 such that there is no vertex with degree greater than three, 
therefore all vertices can be of degree three, and there is no vertex of degree two since number of vertices is even, 
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therefore all vertices can be labeled by ).3,2,1( We labeled  an edge connect two non-adjacent vertices by 4 such that 
there is no vertex with degree greater than four, therefore all vertices can be of degree four, and there is no vertex of 
degree three since number of vertices is even, therefore all vertices can be labeled by ).4,3,2,1( We continue in this 
process till allvertices of degree 12 k and any two vertices are adjacent, soall vertices can be labeled by

).1,...,3,2,1( k Therefore this edge colouringis trivial colouring.  The result holds for all by .1,...,3,2  km  
Proposition 3.9.For the regular graph has k vertices (and k edges) where k is odd number then colouring of edgesis non 
trivial colouring.  
Proof: Suppose thenumber of colour classes used to colour edges of the regular graph withodd number of vertices, 
equal ,k istrivial colouring. Let the number ofcolour classes used to colour edges equal .m Since the graph is regularhas
k edges and k vertices, where k  is odd, since we suppose the colouringedges of the regular graph is trivial colouring, 
therefore all verticeslabeled by ),,...,3,2,1( m where any one of m,...,3,2,1 represent acolour class, if m is odd, it is a 
contradiction, the graph can not be odd number of vertices and each vertex with odd degree,therefore all verticescan’t 
be labeled by ).,...,3,2,1( m Suppose m is even, from Proposition 3.7. each colour class appears

2
k times at edges, it is 

a contradiction since k is odd, therefore all verticescan’t be labeled by ).,...,3,2,1( m  
Corollary 3.10.The number of colour classes used to colour edges of the graph

nK 2
equal .12 n  

Proof: Since
nK 2

is regular graph each vertex of degreeequal ,12 n usingProposition 3.8. colouring of edgesis trivial 
colouring with degree of colouringequal ,12 n therefore the number of colour classes used to colour edges ofthe 
graph

nK 2
equal .12 n  

Corollary 3.11.The number of colour classes used to colour edges ofthe graph
12 nK equal .12 n  

Proof:Since
12 nK is regular graph each vertex of degreeequal ,22 n usingProposition 3.9. colouring of edgesis non 

trivial colouring with degree of colouringequal ,22 n therefore the minimum number of colour classes used to colour 
edges ofthe graph

12 nK equal ,12 n and the maximum number of colour classes used to colour edges ofthe graph

12 nK equal .341)12(2  nn  
 

IV. SET LABELED BYFAMILIES OF DISJOINT SETS   
 

All results of paper [1] depend directly or indirectly on concept of degree of intersection denoted by ,n  these results 
related to this concept only with number ,n so each set with degree of intersection n means existence of n families of 
disjoint sets at least, in this section we generalized this concept.   
Definition4.1. If we have m families of disjoint sets and we have a set all element of this set represent some of these m
families of disjoint sets, such that any two elements of this set represent two different families of disjoint sets and there 
is a relation between these elements of the set, then we call this set, set labeled by families of disjoint sets.  
Definition4.2. Suppose we have m families of disjoint sets and many sets labeled by families of disjoint sets, if 
maximum number of elements for each  set labeled by families of disjoint sets isn where ,mn  then n is called the 
degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets. If mn  then the degree is called trivial degree or trivial case.   
 
Example4.3. The degree of intersection in Definition2.6. is an example ofdegree of set labeled by families of disjoint 
sets, the relation here is intersection of n sets belong to n families of disjoint sets.  
Example4.4. In graph theoryvertex is anexample of set labeled by families of disjoint sets, and the degree of vertex is 
anexample ofdegree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets, the relation: any two edges are adjacent. If the degree of 
vertex v  is ,n it means there aren edges incident with vertex .v Each edge represent a color class (families of disjoint 
sets), the set labeled by families of disjoint sets contain n elements, any element represents a color class, the degree 
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ofset labeled by  families of disjoint sets equal degree ofvertex ,v the relation is any two edges are adjacent. In this 
example the degree ofset labeled by  families of disjoint sets equal ,....4,3,2n  
Remark4.5. From  Example 4.4. the degree of vertex is an example ofdegree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets, 
it is easy to discover relation: any two edges are adjacent. At vertex ,1v 1)( 1  nvd there are 1n vertices

nvvvv ,...,,, 432 adjacent to thevertex ,1v the condition: every two of nvvvv ,...,,, 432 to be adjacent.  

Example4.6. If the degree of vertex 1v is ,1n means thereare 1n vertices nvvvv ,...,,, 432 adjacent to thevertex .1v Each 
vertex represent a color class (families of disjoint sets), the set labeled byfamilies of disjoint sets representn elements, 
any element represents a color class, the degree ofset labeled by  families of disjoint sets equal degree ofvertex

,1)( vd the relation:  any two vertices are adjacent. The condition for anytwo vertices to be adjacent ,)( nvd i  for 
all i where .1 ni   

Example4.7. 5K is simple graph on 5 vertices, ,,,,, 54321 vvvvv each pair of distinct vertices are adjacent. Let the color 

class represented by 1v is labeled by ,1 the color class represented by 2v is labeled by ,2 and so on. Each vertex labeled 
by ),5,4,3,2,1( herevertex is anexample of set labeled by families of disjoint sets, and the degree of vertex is 
anexample ofdegree of set labeled byfamilies of disjoint sets, the relation: any two vertices are adjacent. The degree of 
each vertex is four, any vertex labeled by fivecolor classes, (thedegree of set labeled byfamilies of disjoint sets equal 
five).  

Definition4.8. Suppose we have m families of disjoint sets and we have wsets labeled by these families of disjoint sets, 
and n is the degree of these sets labeled by families of disjoint sets, then we say these m families of disjoint sets meet 
each other at wsets labeled by families of disjoint sets if any families of disjoint sets appear at least

2
1w times if w is 

odd or appear 1
2


w times if w is even. 

Example 4.9.Let 54321 ,,,,  be 5 families of disjoint sets and ,,, 321 XXX be three sets labeled by  families of 

disjoint sets, each with degreeequal .4n 1X represented by ,,,, 4321  we can write ),,,( 43211 X  or 

)4,3,2,1(1 X  , 2X represented by ,,,, 5321  we write .),5,3,2,1(2 X 3X represented by ,,,, 5421   we write

),5,4,2,1(3 X ,3w any family of disjoint sets appear at least twice at ,,, 321 XXX , therefore these 5 families of 

disjoint sets meet each other at .,, 321 XXX  
Definition4.10.  Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be mfamilies of disjoint sets, 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 be wsets labeled by  families of 

disjoint sets, each of degree ,n such that any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at these w sets labeled by 
families of disjoint sets, then these w sets called standard of meeting for these mfamilies of disjoint sets. 
Proposition 4.11.Let 

m ,...,,, 321
be mfamilies of disjoint sets, 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be wsets labeled by   families of 

disjoint sets, each of degree ,n each iX labeled by n elements of the set },,...,3,2,1{ m these w sets are standard of 
meeting for themfamilies of disjoint sets. IfY is a set labeled by families of disjoint sets withdegree ,n Y not equal any 
one of

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
thenY can be one of wsetslabeled by   families of disjoint sets, each labeled by n is elementsof 

the set },...,3,2,1{ m and these w  sets arestandard of meeting for these mfamilies of disjoint sets.   
Proof: LetY labeled by n elements ),,...,,,( 3211 naaaaYY  ia is an element of the set },,...,3,2,1{ m where ni 1

and 11: YXf  such that f is one to one and onto, then any two of the set },...,,,{ 321 naaaa  are not equal. let
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),( jj XfY  where ,2 wj  since f is one to one and onto, then any two elements labeled the set jY not equal, 

then any two elements labeled the set jY not equal for all ,j such that wj 1 is  Since 11: YXf  is one to one 

and onto, then },...,3,2,1{},...,3,2,1{: mmf  isoneto one and onto, where },...,3,2,1{ mbi  and ii baf )(
is such that ).,...,,,( 321 nj bbbbY  Any ia  appearat least

2
1w times if w is odd at the sets

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 then any ib  

appearat least
2

1w times if w is odd at the sets wYYYY ,...,,, 321 since f isone to one and onto, and for any ia  appearat 

least 1
2


w times if w is even at the sets
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

 then any ib  appearat least 1
2


w times if w is even at the sets

wYYYY ,...,,, 321 since f isone to one and onto. Thereforethe sets wYYYY ,...,,, 321 are standard of meeting for these m
families of disjoint sets.   

Example 4.12.Let 54321 ,,,,  be 5 families of disjoint sets and ,,, 321 XXX be three sets labeled by   families of 

disjoint sets, each with degree equal .4n 1X represent by ,,,, 4321  we can write ),,,( 43211 X  or 

)4,3,2,1(1 X  , 2X represent by ,,,, 5321  we write .),5,3,2,1(2 X 3X represent by ,,,, 5421   we write

),5,4,2,1(3 X ,3w any families of disjoint sets appear at least by twice, therefore these5 families of disjoint sets 

meet each other at 321 ,, XXX (sets of families of disjoint sets). Given 1Y labeled by )5,4,3,1( we want to find 2Y and 3Y
such that 321 ,, YYY is standard of meeting for these 5 families of disjoint sets.We can write ),5,4,3,1(1 Y let

}5,4,3,2,1{}5,4,3,2,1{: f and let 11)( YXf  so we can defined the function f by ,3)1( f ,4)2( f
,5)3( f 1)4( f ,2)5( f if ,)( 22 YXf  and if ,)( 33 YXf  then ),5,4,3,2(2 Y and ).4,3,2,1(3 Y Therefore 

321 ,, YYY is standard of meeting for these five families of disjoint sets .,,,, 54321   
Remark4.13. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
be m families of disjoint sets, 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w sets labeled by   families of 

disjoint sets, each of degree ,n any two of these m families of disjoint sets meet each other at these w sets,from 
Proposition 4.11.any setlabeled by families of disjoint sets, each of degree ,n and not belong to these wsets, there exist 

another w sets wYYYY ,...,,, 321 each of degree ,n labeled by m families of disjoint sets
m ,...,,, 321

befamilies of 
disjoint sets, each of degree ,n any two families of disjointsets meet each other at these wsets. 
 

V. FAMILIAR ANDUNFAMILIAR SORTS OF FAMILIES OF DISJOINT SETS   
 

Sorts of families of disjoint sets and types of families of disjoint sets related tocoloring of families of disjoint sets 
technique, in paper [4] we introduce some examples and results about types of families of disjoint sets, in this section 
we introduce sort of families of disjoint sets,as a concept related toset labeled by families of disjoint sets with some 
examples. In this sectionwe give examples of familiar and unfamiliar sorts offamilies of disjoint sets and unfamiliar 
sorts ofcolor classes. 
Definition 5.1.Let ,...,, 321 SSS be setspartitioned into m families of disjoint sets, and we used a definition to determine 
any two sets belong to one family of disjoint sets orbelong to two families of disjoint sets, then these m families of 
disjoint sets called a sort of families of disjoint sets. 
Remark5.2. It is same thing Definition 5.1.can be restate as following definition. 
Definition 5.3.Let ,...,, 321 SSS be sets, partitioned into m colour classes,  and we used a definition to determine any two 
sets belong to one colour class orbelong to two colour classes, then these m colour classes called a sort of colour 
classes. 
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Remark 5.4.By familiar sortfamily of disjoint sets and familiar sort ofcolour class we mean the base upon whichsetspartitioned into
m families of disjoint sets is familiar, e.g. two adjacent sets will be twofamilies of disjoint sets and two adjacent vertices, each 

belongs to one of two differentcolour classes.   
Remark 5.5.By unfamiliar sortfamilies of disjoint sets and unfamiliar sort ofcolor classes we mean the base upon whichfamilies of 
disjoint setspartitioned into m families of disjoint sets is not familiar, e.g. in map of countries any two adjacent countries will be in 
two different colors, this is familiar colouring , for a country and its k neighbors to be colored by 1k even there are two of 
itsneighbors not adjacent, thisis unfamiliar coloring, for this colouring of maps the degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets 
(degree of intersection) equal .1k In familiar colouring of maps the degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets (degree of 
intersection) equal three.     
Example 5.6. Suppose we have small identical cubes, we want to colour these cubes such that any two adjacent small cubes coloured 
by two different colors, and any big cube consists of twenty seven small identical cubes coloured by twenty seven different colours, 
thisis unfamiliar colouring, it consider unfamiliar sortfamilies of disjoint sets and unfamiliar sort ofcolour classes. 
Example 5.7.Let G be infinite graph with maximum degree of vertex three, any edge ie (in this graph) maximum can beadjacent to 

four edges and havefour edgesadjacent toadjacent edges, these nine edges include ie  coloured by nine colours, how many colours 

we need to colour the graph ,G e.g. 1e adjacent only to the edges ,,,, 5432 eeee and 2e adjacent only to the edges 

,,,, 7631 eeee and 3e adjacent only to the edges ,,,, 9821 eeee we want to colour edges of the graph G such that these 
nine edges coloured by nine colours and any nine edges have the same propertycoloured by nine colours, herethe degree of set 
labeled by families of disjoint sets (degree of intersection) equal nine.     
 Remark 5.8. We see the difference between familiar sort and unfamiliar sort offamilies of disjoint sets (colour classes) infamiliar 
sort it is easy to determine degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets (degree of intersection), but forunfamiliar sort it is not 
easy to determine degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets (degree of intersection). 
Remark 5.9. In graph theory colouring of vertices isunfamiliar sortcolouring, because we can’t directly determinethe degree ofset 
labeled by colour classes (set labeled by families of disjoint sets), but colouring of edges directly we can determinethe degree ofset 
labeled by colour classes from degree of vertex. 
Example 5.10. For colouring of vertices we can find a graph with vertex of degree five and degree of set labeled by colour classes 
equal two as in trees, because maximum number of vertices such that any two are adjacent are two, andwe can find a graph with 
vertex of degree five and degree of set labeled by colour classes equal six as in complete graph ,6K because maximum number of 
vertices such that any two are adjacent are six.  
Remark 5.11. For all sorts of colouring familiar sorts or unfamiliar sorts we used the same results in paper [1] to find local minimum 
families of disjoint sets (local minimum colour classes) and local maximum families of disjoint sets (local maximum colour classes). 
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